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ABOUT XRP HEALTHCARE
The first Pharma and Healthcare platform to be built on the XRP blockchain    XRP Healthcare  

  XRPH  is an innovative, scalable solutions company utilizing Web3 technology to revolutionize the 

way people access and afford healthcare services globally. 

XRPH are focused on improving the lives of individuals and families with the ethos of providing:

A decentralized marketplace for pharma and healthcare services.

Faster payment transactions worldwide via our mobile app.

Help inhabitants of pharmerging countries access standard healthcare via faster payments.

The building out of a virtual Metaverse Clinic where clients can have anonymous counselling and 

therapy sessions by choosing an avatar.
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THE WORLDWIDE PHARMA AND HEALTHCARE MARKET
The worldwide pharma and healthcare market was valued at US    1.   8 trillion in 2021 and is expected 

to reach US    3.21 trillion by 2030 at a Compound Annual Growth Rate  CAGR  of 8.98    .
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Rising global health care spending is expected to be

driven by the growth in the pharmaceutical market

across the pharmerging economies. These countries

are characterized by high life expectancy and aging

population with rising chronic disease prevalence.

Pharmerging countries consist of China, Brazil, Russia,

India, Algeria, Argentina, Colombia, Bangladesh,

Indonesia, Mexico, Nigeria, Uganda, Pakistan, South

Africa, Poland, Philippines, Turkey, Romania, Chile,

Kazakhstan, and Vietnam to name just a few.

With a combination of population and GDP rising

across these countries, we believe that XRPH is well

positioned to help these developing economies with

our technology accessible to anyone with a smart

phone.
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Global spending on medications worldwide in 2010, 2021, and the 

projected amount for 2026:

As more people get access to 

healthcare worldwide, spending 

on medicine is expected to 

continue growing. By 2026, 1.8 

trillion U.S. dollars is forecasted to 

be spent on medicines globally.
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XRPH’S DECENTRALIZED 
MARKETPLACE
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Traditional drug distribution channels are 

largely inefficient, whilst a small number of 

pharmaceutical companies hold a 

monopoly over the entire process. The 

adoption of blockchain technology will 

prevent unscrupulous parties from misuse, 

creating cartels, and thus exploiting 

networks and processes.

XRP Healthcare aim to provide users with 

a decentralized platform that exists 

outside centralized banking systems, 

allowing for more transparent and secure 

transactions. 



We have created our own native cryptocurrency 

token, XRPH which will be the utility for users of our 

decentralized marketplace to buy an ever   

expanding range of pharmaceutical healthcare   

related products and services, covering 

conventional as well as alternative medicines such 

as Blood type nutrition, Signal impregnated natural 

substances, our own range of XRP Healthcare CBD 

oil, as well as traditional and non   traditional 

medication for all types of ailments. 

Listing partners onboarding the marketplace will 

have to go through a KYC process. .
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The first partnership to be listed on the XRPH decentralized marketplace is ScriptCo, which is the first 

and only pharmacy in America selling medications at a cost price, saving its customers thousands 

of dollars each year. This partnership will enable the integration of ScriptCo s Pharmaceutical store 

into the XRPH Web3 decentralized marketplace, due to be completed in the second quarter of 2023.

To help with the ongoing demand of our decentralized marketplace and metaverse clinic, we will 

continue to partner with various health   focused organizations and pharmaceutical companies, 

enabling them to benefit from the unique features and functionality of our platform.
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Global Anti    Counterfeit Market
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Another edition to our decentralized 

marketplace will be the sale of 

anti   counterfeit products and training to 

tackle the multi billion dollar counterfeit 

medicine industry.

As of 2022, the global anti   counterfeit 

market is valued at US    99.6 billion and is 

expected to witness a CAGR of 8.      

between 2022 and 2027 to reach US    1   9 

billion by the year 2027.

With our market participation, XRPH intends 

to enhance existing tried and proven 

”inception to consumer” anti   counterfeit 

measures.
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Delivery and tracking
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XRP Healthcare will partner with premier courier 

companies to help with the on going demand 

of our decentralized marketplace which will 

include expedited, safe and trackable delivery 

of each item purchased using XRPH.



XRP HEALTHCARE METAVERSE CLINIC
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As part of our decentralized marketplace, phase two is the development of a Metaverse Clinic which 

will provide a range of professional services focused on mental health and well   being. XRP 

Healthcare Clinic will give access to professional counseling and therapy sessions to anonymous 

clients, who upon entering the meta space can choose an avatar in a fully immersive and realistic 

environment to speak with trained doctors or therapists fuelled by the XRPH token.

XRP Healthcare is already working with existing connections within charities and organizations 

suchas Mind, Invisible Disabilities, and the National Health Service NHS to help bring about the above.

The XRP Healthcare Clinic will offer a solution, particularly focused on prevention, working on 

personal self   esteem, and helping to unlock a person’s true potential through various tools utilizing 

the power of positive thinking, art, drama, and goal   setting techniques in an encrypted safe space.

_
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XRPH FAST PAYMENTS  TRANSACTIONS
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XRPH mobile app will:

Enable swift, low cost and dependable transactions of value anywhere in the world. 

Be a way of sending funds and setting up the distribution of medication to friends and family, 

especially in developing countries who may find it hard to access medical prescriptions, 

healthcare insurance, and general medical treatment.

Simplify and create fast payment transactions between market participants in the pharma and 

healthcare industry.

Allow users to send and receive funds in seconds outside the banking system.
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The global cannabis market is forecasted to grow

from    28.266 billion to    197.7    billion by 2028. Yet

currently, several cannabis companies are

struggling. Banking is an area of concern for MRBs   

  marijuana   related businesses  . Although the

general stance on the MRBs has improved, the

banking system has remained sluggish. The

reluctance to issue bank accounts has hampered

the industry since legitimate businesses cannot

function legally without a bank account. This

restrictive access to traditional banking processes

makes payments from clients almost impossible.

Cryptocurrencies, like XRPH therefore, introduce a

luminous chink of light, in a dim world of cash

dependency, being able to send and receive

funds in seconds outside the banking system, as

long as they are licensed sellers   dispensaries.
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Why we chose to build on 
the XRP Ledger?
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The XRP Ledger brings efficiency and 

speed in how health care services can be 

conducted with B2C and B2B.

Transactions can be processed in 3 to 5 

seconds and for as little as    0.0002.$



As a subsidiary of XRP Healthcare, the company 

has been specifically formed to deal with 

acquisitions and mergers   XRP Healthcare 

Africa is the vehicle that invests in privately 

owned clinics, care homes, pharmacies, and 

hospitals with a focus on the African continent. 

The company aims to create a premier 

healthcare system that resides under one roof, 

with access to improved systems, doctors, and

medical provisions. XRP Healthcare Africa true 

to our vision of helping pharmerging countries 

access better medical provisions will also utilize 

the XRPH token in its newly formed healthcare 

environment, as a means of sending and 

receiving fast payments.

XRP HEALTHCARE AFRICA
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Cision is a leading global provider of earned media software and services to public relations and 

marketing communications professionals. 

XRPH have partnered with CISION the leading provider of public relations and marketing to utilize 

their existing network of crypto and blockchain journalists for specialist press  marketing and 

strategic promotion of our brand, vision, and concept across all relevant media platforms, together 

with our superfast lightweight HTML website that is built for speed. Our focus is to develop and grow 

the XRP Healthcare to better serve our community, and keep them up to date with key developments 

and partnerships.

MEDIA RELATIONS
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TOKENOMICS
TOTAL XRP HEALTHCARE   XRPH   SUPPLY IS CAPPED AT 100 MILLION

XRPH BLACK HOLED ISSUING ACCOUNT
THIS MEANS OUR TOTAL SUPPLY OF 100 MILLION TOKENS WILL NEVER INCREASE

( )
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TOKENOMICS DISTRIBUTION 

Partnerships     

Eco   System Incentives   

Team    

Token Sale    

Allocated for Exchanges

Liquidity    
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15,000,000 team tokens vested over a    year period bi   annually. 

17,600,000 has been reserved for liquidity. 

20,000,000 allocated for eco   system incentives. 

   ,   00,000 set aside for partnerships, vested over a    year period bi   annually.

PLEASE NOTE:

  TOTAL AMOUNT OF XRPH TOKENS THAT WILL EVER BE RELEASED ON TO THE EXCHANGES IS WHAT WAS 

SOLD IN OUR TOKEN SALE 1,9   5,000 PLUS ALLOCATED EXCHANGE WALLET TOKENS OF 33,000,000, 

  750,000 TOKENS HAS ALREADY BEEN GIVEN TO EXCHANGES. 32,250,000 WILL BE RELEASED OVER A 

PERIOD OF 6 MONTHS AT A RATE OF 5,375,000 TOKENS PER MONTH. 

  THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF XRPH TOKENS THAT WE WILL EVER PLACE ON EXCHANGES IS 3    9   5,000.

*

*

*
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MEET OUR TEAM 
JUAN P GUERRERO

Juan P. Guerrero, Director of Legal Affairs possesses a concentrated legal expertise of over 20 years in

commercial transactions with in   house experience in business, tax, and corporate law. He has

successfully negotiated and concluded more than 1000 complex and obtuse commercial transactions

inclusive of Mergers     Acquisitions, Joint Ventures; EPCs, Financials; NDAs, Equity Dealings, Procurement,

Network Logistics, and Health Insurance Law. 

-

&

DIRECTOR OF LEGAL AFFAIRS

Dr. Peter Waiswa, Health industrial expert for over 20    years technical advisor for The World Health

Organization   WHO  , United Nations Children’s Fund   UNICEF  , and The Bill     Melinda Gates

Foundation. He is a Ugandan medical doctor trained in Public Health having graduated with a joint

PhD. Prior to joining academia, he worked as a district medical officer with Ministry of Health for 8 years

in Uganda and founded the INDEPTH Network Maternal and new   born Research Group in Accra, Ghana

and the Makerere University Maternal, new   born and Child Health Centre of Excellence in Uganda.

-
-
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DR. PETER WAISWA

HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY EXPERT
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https://xrphealthcare.com/team#juan-p-guerrero
https://www.linkedin.com/in/juan-pablo-guerrero-577a5360
https://xrphealthcare.com/
https://xrphealthcare.com/
https://xrphealthcare.com/
https://xrphealthcare.com/
https://xrphealthcare.com/team#juan-p-guerrero
https://xrphealthcare.com/
https://xrphealthcare.com/
https://xrphealthcare.com/team#dr-peter-waiswa
https://xrphealthcare.com/team#dr-peter-waiswa
https://www.linkedin.com/in/peter-waiswa-2a015510/


Dr Craig G. Stark is a physician executive with 20    years of clinical, operational, and leadership

experience specializing in international healthcare with a focus on telemedicine and health systems

management in emerging markets. He served as the Chief Medical Officer with oversight of the Abraaj

Growth Markets Health Fund   AGHF   for the Abraaj Group a leading private equity fund in emerging

markets operating in six continents with over    1     Billion US Dollars in management including the

Evercare Health Fund, a one   billion   dollar impact fund focused on delivering accessible, affordable

and quality healthcare to underserved markets across Africa and South Asia.

- -
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DR. CRAIG G STARK

HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY EXPERT
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Nico Westerdale, Director of Technology has served as the Director of Technology of the    15 Billion US

Dollar GoPuff Company an on   demand item deliverer on the 2020 CNBC’s Top 50 Distributors List. He

was instrumental in growing the product     engineering teams from 7 to 200 people within 2 years. He

directed all of GoPuff  s consumer   facing engineering efforts, across multiple scrum teams that is to

say, the Mobile, Growth and Shopping, and the Driver Experience team, as well as multiple local and

off   shore agencies.
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NICO WESTERDALE

DIRECTOR OF TECHNOLOGY
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CLICK HERE TO MEET OUR FULL TEAM

https://xrphealthcare.com/team#dr-craig-g-stark
https://xrphealthcare.com/
https://xrphealthcare.com/
https://xrphealthcare.com/team#dr-craig-g-stark
https://xrphealthcare.com/
https://xrphealthcare.com/
https://xrphealthcare.com/team#nico-westerdale
https://xrphealthcare.com/team#nico-westerdale
https://www.linkedin.com/in/craigstarkmd
https://www.linkedin.com/in/iconico
https://xrphealthcare.com/team#juan-p-guerrero


WHERE TO BUY XRPH
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https://www.bitrue.com/trade/xrph_usdt
https://www.bitmart.com/trade/en-US?symbol=XRPH_USDT&layout=basic
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XRPH WORKING WITH
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TRANSPARENCY
At XRPH, we believe that sharing

information openly and transparently is

imperative, this includes our team

members and financial information. XRP

Healthcare will always be available to

address any queries, feedback or

suggestions from our audience. 

We believe that this transparency is the

best way to build trust within our

community which will include consumers,

and all those involved to create scalable

solutions that will impact positively the

worldwide healthcare industry.



LEGAL OPINION & DISCLAIMER

https: ⁄ ⁄ www.xrphealthcare.com ⁄ docs ⁄ XRPH–Legal–opinion.pdf

https: ⁄ ⁄ www.xrphealthcare.com ⁄ docs ⁄ XRPH–disclaimer.pdf

XRPH Legal Opinion

XRPH Disclaimer
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https://www.xrphealthcare.com/docs/XRPH-Legal-opinion.pdf
https://www.xrphealthcare.com/docs/XRPH-disclaimer.pdf
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